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Abstract - Information security is essential nowadays. Large number of cipher generation and decryption algorithms exists and are
being evolved due to increasing demand of users and e-commerce services. In this paper we propose a new approach for secure
information transmission over communication channel with key variability concept in symmetric key algorithms using Fibonacci Qmatrix. Proposed approach will not only enhance the security of information but also saves computation time and reduces power
requirements that will find it’s suitability for future hand held devices and online transaction processing.
Keywords-cipher; key; encryption; decryption; fibonacci; Q- matrix;, symmetric key algorithm, automatic variable key.

I.

INTRODUCTION
II. RELATED WORK

Information security plays a pivotal role
nowadays. The requirement of information security is
increasing because of widespread use of distributed
systems, network and communication facilities for
carrying information between terminal user and
computer and between computer and computer [1].
Hence to provide confidentiality authentication,
integrity and non-repudiation, information security
has evolved.

Symmetric algorithms can be divided into two
types: Block ciphers and Stream ciphers. Block cipher
processes the input one block of element at a time,
producing an output block for each input block.
Stream ciphers process the input element
continuously, producing output one element at a time,
as it goes along. In [1, 2, 3, 6], various cryptographic
algorithms [see fig. 1] and their applications have
been defined and discussed.

Large number of algorithms and techniques are
designed for secure transmission of data.
Cryptographic algorithms play a central role in
information security systems. There are two general
types of key-based algorithms: Symmetric and
Asymmetric algorithms. Symmetric algorithms (also
called secret-key algorithms) are algorithms where
the encryption key can be calculated from the
decryption key and vice versa. In most symmetric
algorithms, the encryption and decryption key are the
same. Both the sender and receiver agree on a key
before they can communicate securely. On the other
hand, in Asymmetric algorithms (also called publickey algorithms) the decryption key cannot be
calculated from the encryption key. So, keys play an
important role in the security of any cryptographic
algorithm. If weak key is used in algorithm, then any
intruder may decrypt the data. One of the central
factors contributing to the strength of symmetric key
algorithms is the size of key used. In practice, most
state-of-art cryptographic algorithms rely on
increasing the key size to strengthen the security of
algorithm [2]. In this paper, we instead focus for
power efficient and fast algorithm based on varying
the key to increase the security of algorithm.

Figure 1: Overview of field of cryptography

Some symmetric block cipher algorithms are
summarized in the Table 1. Literature survey reveals
that cryptographic algorithms are improving with
time. Asymmetric algorithms are almost 1000 times
slower than symmetric algorithms, because they
require more computational processing power [4].
Table 1: Summary of some symmetric block cipher
algorithms
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S. No.

A
Algorithm

Block
B
size

K length
Key

1

DES

64 bits

56 bitts

2

3DES

64 bits

168, 112
1 or 56 bits

3

RC2

64 bits

8-1288 bits (variable
length
h key)

4

B
Blowfish

64 bits

32-4448 bits (variable
length
h key)

5

AES

1228 bits

128, 192
1 or 256 bits

6

RC6

1228 bits

128, 192
1 or 256 bits

7

RSA

-

1024--2048 bits
(variaable key length)

Figure 4: Time consump
ption for differen
nt key size for AES
[4] Thee effect of changin
ng the key size off RC6 (symmetric
algoorithm) on compu
utation time in sh
hown in Fig. 5.

A stuudy was perrformed for analyzing thee
performancce of security
y algorithms by
b varying thee
key size. The effect off changing thee key size onn
power consumption in sh
hown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 [5].

Figure 5: Time consumptioon for different key size for RC6 [44]
Fig.
F 2: Power con
nsumption to encrrypt different texxt document file
[5]]

It was
w
shown thhat larger key
y sizes lead to
increase in computatiion time and battery pow
wer
consumpttion.
Reversiblle functions arre backbone off symmetric keey
algorithm
ms. Many welll known symm
metric algorithhm
have beeen proposed ussing reversiblee XOR functioon.
Stakhov proposed
p
a codding/decoding system based on
o
Fibonaccci Q-matrix [88]. The Q-mattrix is based on
o
following
g concepts:
A) Fibo
onacci-Numberr
The Fibonacci numbers
following
g recursive funnction:

Fig. 3: Power consu
umption to encrypt different text document
d
files [5]]

The effect
e
of chan
nging the key size of AES
S
(symmetricc algorithm) onn computation time in shownn
in Fig. 4.

aree

obtained

Fn = n

if n = 0 or n = 1

Fn = Fn-1 + Fn-22

if n > 1

b
by

(1)

B). Fibonacci
F
Q-M
Matrix
(
(2)
where
w
Det(Q) = –1.
The nth power
p
of this Q
Q-Matrix can bee computed as
follows:
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This impllies that,
(3)
where Fn–1, Fn and Fn+1 arre Fibonacci nuumbers.
Det(An) = (Det A)n

Since

Therefore, Det(Qn) = (–11)n

where n ∈ N

(4)

Decryptio
on algorithm:
Algo
orithm decrypt (n, p, E)

Following identity conneects three neighhboring
n
Fibonacci numbers:

1.

Compute Qp-n

(5)

2.

M ← E x Qp-n

n-2

(6)

3.

End
E of algorithhm

n-1

(7)

n
Fn-1
n + Fn + Fn+1 = (–1)

Also,

n

Q =Q
n-2

Q

⇒

n-1

+Q

n

=Q –Q

where:

// Generatee Plain text.

A. P. Stakkhov et al [8, 99] explained thhe decryption
process as
a follows:
Step 1: Received
R
encodded message is represented in
the matrix
x form

(8)
C). Fibonaacci encryptionn/decryption alg
gorithm:
The concept of Fibonnacci Q-matrices allows us too
develop a symmetric algorithm. Th
his algorithmss
assumes an
a initial messsage in the foorm of squaree
matrix M of size (p+1) x (p+1) wherre p = 0, 1, 2,
3,…. Now
w choose the Fibonacci
F
Qp-m
matrix, Qpn, off
size (p+1) x (p+1) as a encryption (keey) matrix andd
it’s inversse matrix, Qp-n, of the same size ass
decryptionn (key) matrix
x. Therefore, the
t encryptionn
and decrypption are defineed by parameteers n and p.
Algoriithm encrypt(M
M)
Choose n

2.

Choose p

3.

Compute Qpn

4.

E ← M x Qpn
Cipher text

5.

Ennd of algorithm
m

//

Computee

The working
w
of abov
ve symmetric key
k encryptionn
algorithm based on classical Q-matrixx is beautifullyy
illustrated in [8] and [9].
Step 1: Lett plain text messsage is :

Where mi > 0; i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Step 2: Choose n = 6 andd p = 1 such thaat

Step 3:

Step 3: Recover
R
plain teext

Abovee algorithm hass been analyzeed, implementeed
and tested
d [10] and theyy concluded thhat the algorithhm
works faaster than sym
mmetric algorithms (includinng
DES, 3DE
ES, AES and Blowfish).
B

Encryptionn algorithm:
1.

Step 2: Compute
C
the revversible decrypption function:

In thiss paper, the ideea of time varrying key (usinng
Fibonaccci Q-matrix) haas been suggeested. Very litttle
work hass been done inn this directionn. P. Chakrabarrti
et al [7] proposed some approaches which
w
are yet to
be investiigated experim
mentally.
III. PRO
OPOSED MET
THOD
In thhis section we ppropose a techhnique where thhe
key is made
m
to vary frrom session too session. Hence
even if the
t cryptanalyyst gains the key
k of previouus
session, it would be theoretically impossible for
f
extracting
g the original message in next
n
session. W
We
also enhaance the securrity of algorithhm based on thhe
automaticc key variabiility concept applied on thhe
message based on Fibbonacci functio
on. Sender usses
Fibonaccci Q-matrix, w
with automatic variable key, to
generate cipher text. Reeceiver can theen apply inverrse
n of this Fibonnacci Q-Matrix
x to decipher to
operation
recover original
o
messaage [8]. The sccope and beauuty
of this Fibonacci
F
funcction is that itt is a reversibble
function (similar to XO
OR). Reversibble functions are
a
needed for successfuul operation of symmetrric
algorithm
ms. So, the maiin focus is on the
t investigatioon
of such reeversible functtion.
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Automatic Variable symmetric Key using Fibonacci
Q- matrix:
From previous discussion it can be seen that
Fibonacci Q-matrix is a powerful technique for
securing input data and files of varying content and
sizes. And as we have pointed out that state-of-art
practices (for increasing the security of information
transmission) rely on increasing the key size that
consumes time and thus requiring more computation
power as well as battery power. We claim here that
Fibonacci Q-matrix can be used as reversible function
and it can be used for automatic variability of key.
The Q matrix at a particular session of given n and p
values contains Fn-1, Fn and Fn+1. Thus for one session
the sender and receiver not only have the key of
current session but also probable keys of previous and
next session. Here key (n, p) is made to vary from
session to session hence even if the intruder gets
unwanted access to the key of session i, it would not
be valid for original message extraction in session i+1
onwards. This enhances the security of algorithm and
using the reversibility of Fibonacci Q-Matrix the
receiver will receive the data correctly after the
application of Qp-n. Further performance enhancement
can be made in the symmetric key exchange over
traditional ones that instead of exchanging entire key
over communication channel, we pass the parameters
only.
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IV. FUTURE WORK AND SCOPE.
In this paper we presented a model for
investigation of cipher generation technique based on
variability concept in Fibonacci Q-matrix. The design
of alternative approaches for symmetric key
algorithms based on variability of key instead of
increasing key size is the biggest challenge, It’s
vulnerability from intruders point of view may be
another direction in this regards.
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